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ABSTRACT As a decentralized, public, and digital ledger technology in Peer-to-Peer network, blockchain

has received much attention from various fields, including finance, healthcare, supply chain, etc. How-

ever, some challenges (e.g., scalability, privacy, and security issues) severely affects the wide adoption

of blockchain technology. Recently, Intel software guard extensions (SGX), as new trusted computing

technologies, have provided a new solution to the above challenges in the blockchain area. Although

many studies have focused on using SGX technology to enhance their schemes in the blockchain areas,

no comprehensive survey has systematically analyzed and delineated these studies. This article is the first

to systematically discuss the application status of SGX in the blockchain area. In this article, we study the

scheme designs, advantages, and disadvantages of the existing works using a six-layer hierarchical structure

of the blockchain. We also summarize the functions of SGX and formally analyze the advantages and

disadvantages of SGX. Finally, we review the remaining challenges and present a list of possible directions

for future research.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, Intel SGX, consensus algorithm, privacy protection, smart contract.

I. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain, as the underlying technology of digital cryp-

tocurrency, is a decentralized, public, and digital ledger that

stores all committed transactions in a chain of blocks. In con-

trast to a centralized digital ledger, blockchain uses consen-

sus algorithms to synchronize the distributed data replicated

across multiple users. Blockchain was first introduced with

Bitcoin [1] to solve the double-spending problem without

the need for a trusted authority or central server, which

revolutionized the field of digital currencies. Subsequently,

it was used in the other projects (e.g., Ethereum [2], a global,

open-source platform for decentralized applications to write

and execute arbitrary, programmable transaction logic in the

form of smart contracts). With the widespread attention of

society, blockchain shows enormous commercial value, and
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the market intelligence firm Tractica forecasts that increasing

applications involving enterprise blockchain will drive the

global market size to $20.3 billion by 2025 [3].

Although blockchain technology has great prospects in

commercial applications, it is suffering from many technical

challenges. As is well known, poor scalability is still the bot-

tleneck for blockchain. In Bitcoin, the throughput is restricted

to a rate of 7 transactions per second because the block size

is limited to 1 MB and a block is created approximately

every 10 minutes. However, larger blocks require a larger

storage space and are associated with slower propagation in

the network, which are challenging tradeoffs between block

size and security. Moreover, the major consensus algorithms

used in the contemporary blockchain systems encounter some

serious problems. For example, proof-of-work (PoW) wastes

considerable computing resources in solving the hard crypto-

graphic puzzle. Although some existing works try to reduce

the waste of the resources [4], [5], the result is not ideal
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(e.g., esoteric resources, low recycling rates). Proof of stake

(PoS) [20] is heralded as the most promising mechanism to

replace PoW, but it still faces several vulnerabilities, e.g.,

nothing at stake attack, long-range attack [54]. Further-

more, because all transactions and balances of each public

key (i.e., the account of a user) are visible to everyone, the link

between the address and the identity can be obtained by

analysis [6]–[8]. Therefore, determining how to solve these

issues is an essential step in the development of blockchain

technology.

Furthermore, Intel software guard extensions (SGX) [9],

as trusted hardware technologies developed by Intel Corpo-

ration, have been integrated into Intel’s commodity CPUs

and provide the possibility of large-scale usage. SGX offers

a secure container by leveraging trusted hardware. Remote

users can upload the code and data into the secure container,

and the process can be proven reliable. The secure container

protects the confidentiality and integrity of data while the

computation is being performed on it. The code and data

loaded in the secure container cannot be tampered with by

the outside world. At the same time, the built-in services

(e.g., trusted random number, trusted time, and trusted mono-

tonic counter) also provide powerful assurance for designing

protocols [10]. Benefiting from the above characteristics,

SGX technology can provide powerful support to solve the

dilemma in the blockchain. Thus, utilizing a powerful tool

such as SGX in the blockchain area has become a new

research direction.

Although the potential vision is an integration of

blockchain and SGX schemes, a myriad of research chal-

lenges remain to be addressed. On the one hand, due to the

limitations of design, SGX has certain deficiencies. Current

SGX technology only provides a finite-sized secure con-

tainer (a maximum of 128 M). Although SGX allows system

software to oversubscribe the container by securely evicting

and loading the memory block, it will cause extra over-

head [11]. Moreover, researchers have identified that Intel

SGX has critical side-channel security flaws [12]–[14] that

can capture confidential data from the secure container. The

SGX-based schemes may inherit those deficiencies, which

requires researchers to design effective solutions. On the

other hand, applying SGX technology to the blockchain area

may generate new challenges. For example, the communica-

tion of the SGX platform is always controlled by an untrust-

worthy party, which requires researchers to design the proper

protocol to avoid vulnerabilities [69]. Besides, it is worth

studying how to divide the trusted code loaded in the secure

container properly. Thus, due to the deficiencies mentioned

above, building an efficient and strong scheme in blockchain

areas remains an open challenge.

The main contributions of this article are as follows:

• We systematically summarize the functions of SGX,

including secure container, intra-attestation, remote

attestation, data sealing, and trusted functions.

In addition, we formally analyze the advantages and

disadvantages of SGX.

• We introduce a six-layer hierarchical structure of the

blockchain. Based on the blockchain layers, we then

classify the cutting-edge studies on the application of

SGX in the blockchain area and study the scheme

designs, advantages, and disadvantages of these works.

• We summarize all of the SGX-based works in the

different blockchain layers based on the functions and

disadvantages of SGX, and research the current remain-

ing challenges and future directions for the application

of SGX in the blockchain area.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first survey

related to the application of SGX in the blockchain

area. This article can inspire subsequent researchers to

understand the research actuality and future trends of the

application of SGX in the blockchain area.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II

presents an overview of blockchain layers. Section III intro-

duces the Intel SGX technologies. Section IV discusses

the application of SGX in the data layer of blockchain.

Section V discusses the use of SGX in the consensus layer.

In Section VI, we explore the application of SGX in the con-

tract layer. SectionVII presents topics in the application layer.

Then, we summarize and describe prospects for research of

SGX in the blockchain in Section VIII. Finally, we provide a

conclusion in Section IX.

II. BACKGROUND ON BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger that is con-

nected and secured using cryptography algorithms [15]. The

blockchain nodes controlled by different users around the

world form a vast peer-to-peer (P2P) network to maintain

the blockchain system. In the blockchain system, users can

record and review data, but they cannot modify or remove

any of the previous data. The consensus algorithm maintains

the consistency of data. To clearly illustrate the application

of SGX in the blockchain area, we divide the blockchain

system into six layers based on the previous works [16], [17],

as shown in Figure 1, including the network, data, consensus,

incentive, contract, and application layers.

The network layer. Most blockchain networks are

P2P networks, where the roles of nodes in the network are

logically entirely equal. Nodes broadcast or forward the

proposed block on the P2P network in the consensus phase.

Currently, we have seen the application of SGX for net-

work communications, especially the SGX-based anonymity

network [18], [19]. However, we have not seen any related

attempts involving SGX for network optimization in the

blockchain network, and we would like to point out that it

is still a viable direction.

The data layer. The data (e.g., the transactions, the nonce

relating to the mining competition, the timestamp, theMerkle

root resulting from the hash tree of all transactions, and some

other metadata) in the blockchain system are often encapsu-

lated in blocks and stored in nodes. The latter block contains

the hash value of the previous block, which resembles a chain

structure. In the data layer, some blockchain improvement
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FIGURE 1. The architecture of the blockchain layer (the gray part of the
figure contains the layers that we focus on in our analysis).

efforts produce the new data topologies by changing the orga-

nization, distribution, and status of the blocks, e.g., shard-

ing [29]. We will discuss the related scheme based on SGX

in Section IV.

The consensus layer. The consensus algorithm is the basis

for quickly reaching a consensus on the validity of block data

among highly dispersed nodes. Currently, there are several

major consensus algorithms, including PoW [1], PoS [20],

practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) [21], delegated

proof-of-stake (DPoS) [22], etc. The Bitcoin system uses

PoW, which means that the mining nodes perform a difficult

task until one node first becomes the winner. PoS is an

energy-saving alternative to PoW. PoS requires people to

prove ownership of the amount of money without finding a

nonce in an infinite space. For instance, Ethereum is planning

to move from Ethash (a kind of PoW) to Casper (a kind

of PoS). The Hyperledger Fabric1 [16] uses PBFT (in ver-

sion 0.6), which is a replication algorithm created to endure

Byzantine faults. In PBFT, a primary is selected to determine

a new block in each round. The entire process includes three

phases: pre-prepared, prepared, and commit. In all phases,

the node enters the next phase only after receiving 2/3 of the

votes from all the nodes. More consensus algorithms are not

described in detail here; we recommend references [23], [24].

However, most of the consensus algorithms have various lim-

itations, e.g., resource waste and inefficiency (PoW), security

issues (PoS), large-scale nodes are not supported (PBFT), and

a centralized trend (DPoS). We will discuss the SGX-based

schemes for the consensus layer in Section V.

1Hyperledger Fabric is a platform for distributed ledger solutions under-
pinned by a modular architecture delivering high degrees of confidentiality,
resiliency, flexibility, and scalability initiated by IBM.

The incentive layer. The incentive layer integrates eco-

nomic incentives, which is significant for the decentralized

blockchain system to work as a whole. For example, Bitcoin

and Ethereum systems issued digital currency as the rewards

for the nodes that add blocks to the blockchain. The incentive

layer will not be covered further because of the design of the

incentives parallels our study.

The contract layer. The contract layer provides the pro-

grammable characteristics for the blockchain. There are

two representative technical implementations: the transaction

scripts and smart contracts. The transaction scripts contained

in the transaction provide simple programming features and

do not support loop statements to prevent infinite loops

from causing downtime. However, transaction script func-

tions related to cryptography are relatively powerful, includ-

ing hash functions, signature scripts, even multi-signature

scripts [25]. Compared to the transaction scripts, a smart

contract is a special protocol designed to provide, verify, and

execute contracts with the Turing-complete feature that can

not only build complex trading logic but also implement any

complex application. However, transaction scripts and smart

contracts are recorded on the blockchain and are publicly

visible; thus, it is easy to divulge the information of users.

Moreover, some applications of smart contracts (e.g., finan-

cial instruments) require data about the real-world state and

events from trustworthy websites. As smart contracts lack

network access, the data are usually relayed by an untrusted

party. Thus, lacking a supplier of reliable data is also a critical

obstacle to the evolution of smart contracts. We will discuss

the SGX-based schemes for the contract layer in Section VI.

The application layer. We divide the application layer into

two types: extended techniques and industrial applications.

The extended techniques focus on the enhancements of per-

formance and privacy in the blockchain, e.g., sidechain [26],

the mix protocol [27], [28], and payment networks [30], [31].

The industrial applications of blockchain cover various fields,

e.g., finance [32], [33], cloud storage [34]–[36], and the Inter-

net of Things (IoT) [37]–[39]. We will discuss these studies

in Section VII.

III. OVERVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF INTEL SGX

Intel software guard extensions (SGX) are the most popular

trusted execution environment (TEE) products in commod-

ity CPUs. The SGX-enabled platform owner can create a

secure container, called the enclave, in the secure mem-

ory (maximum 128 M) provided by the SGX to protect

the integrity and confidentiality of internal computation,

although the privileged software (kernel, hypervisor, etc.) is

malicious [40]–[42]. To create an enclave, the platform owner

loads the code into the enclave and performs the initialization

process by calling CPU instructions. If the enclave has been

initialized, the internal code will not be tempered. Gener-

ally, developers will define some interfaces to call the codes

in the enclave, and the interfaces are implemented by the

CPU instructions.
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SGX provides two kinds of attestations, named

intra-attestation and remote attestation, to help an enclave

to prove to other parties that the particular code is run-

ning securely in the SGX-enabled platform. Specifically,

intra-attestation is used by the enclave to provide proof to

another enclave on the same platform. Remote attestation is

used by the enclave to provide proof to another platform.

SGX supports sealing the enclave data outside of secure

memory. Concretely, SGX offers two sealing strategies: seal-

ing to the enclave identity and sealing to the sealing identity.

The former will seal the enclave data using a unique key; thus,

the data cannot be decrypted by another enclave on the same

platform. The latter will seal the data using a platform key that

can be obtained by the enclave on the same platform, which

enables data sharing between enclaves.

Note: The trusted execution environment (TEE) provides a

secure container to prevent potentially malicious users from

controlling or observing the data inside it. Some implementa-

tions of TEE are popular, e.g., ARM TrustZone [84] and Intel

SGX [9]. TrustZone was motivated mainly by secure mobile

needs. It is incorporated into the recent ARM processors

to implement TEE. Different from TrustZone, Intel SGX is

implemented on the commodity computer with Intel CPU,

and it supports more complex operations such as multithread-

ing. Thus, most of the TEE-based schemes that need secure

nonmobile devices use SGX to implement the prototyping

system.

A. THE FUNCTIONS OF SGX

In this section, we systematically summarize the functions

of SGX, including secure container, intra-attestation, remote

attestation, data sealing, and trusted functions.
• Secure container (Enclave): SGX provides the instruc-

tion for users to create an enclave, which can prevent the

code and data in it from eavesdropping or tampering by

the outside world.

• Intra-attestation: SGX provides the instruction that

helps an enclave to attest to another enclave on the same

platform directly. Specifically, the enclave will generate

the certification called REPORT with the measurement

(the hash and signature of the code and data generated

by the hardware during loading application into the

enclave), enclave deployment information, user custom

data, etc. REPORT is signed by a special key, which can

only be obtained by the enclave on the same platform.

Then, the targeted enclave will receive the REPORT and

acquire the special key to verify the REPORT.

• Remote attestation: SGX provides the instruction to

generate the certification called QUOTE for an enclave

to prove to the remote platform that the particular con-

tent is loaded in the enclave and the enclave is running

in the SGX-enabled platform. Specifically, the enclave

first performs intra-attestation with Quoting Enclave

(QE, a special enclave provided by Intel). Then, QE con-

verts REPORT into QUOTE by signing it with the

enhanced privacy ID (EPID, a special key bound to the

firmware version of the CPU and can only be obtained

by QE) [43]. Finally, QUOTE is sent to the remote

platform for verification. During attestation, the remote

platform can establish a secure communication channel

with the enclave by performing the key-exchange pro-

tocols in the user custom data [44]. The secure channel

can be used to transfer the data into the enclave.

• Data sealing: SGX provides the instruction to seal an

enclave data out of the secure memory. In particular,

sealing the data using a unique key can help an enclave to

reduce the consumption of secure memory, and sealing

the data using a platform key permits an enclave to share

data with other enclaves on the same platform.

• Trusted functions: Intel provides some trusted func-

tions on Intel platforms (e.g., trusted random number,

trusted time, and trusted monotonic counter) for SGX to

support more complicated solutions [41], [83]. Specif-

ically, SGX provides the rdrand instruction to gener-

ate the trusted random number protected by hardware,

and it also provides trusted time and trusted monotonic

counter through reaching out securely to the manage-

ability engine on the Platform Control Hub (PCH).

B. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SGX

To better understand the application of SGX in the blockchain

layers, we try to abstract SGX’s advantages and disadvan-

tages systematically. Note that the definitions apply to all

the SGX-based schemes. The advantages of SGX are shown

below.
• Trusted execution: As the enclave is isolated, the exe-

cution logic of the code loaded into the enclave cannot

be tampered with by the external environment, which

ensures the correct execution of its internal code.

• Privacy protection: The data in the enclave cannot

be accessed or tampered by the outside world. Thus,

the confidentiality of sensitive data generated dur-

ing execution can be protected effectively. Moreover,

the secure channel between the enclave and other parties

guarantees the privacy of data delivered into the enclave.

• Simplify the protocol process: Due to the introduction

of the SGX-based role as a trusted party, the SGX-based

schemes can reduce the use of complex cryptographic

tools and simplify the protocol process, thereby improv-

ing the efficiency.
Furthermore, the disadvantages of SGX are as follows.
• Limited memory: Currently, SGX only supports secure

memory that is smaller than 128 MB. Although SGX

offers instructions to allow system software to over-

subscribe the secure memory by evicting and loading

enclave pages securely, it requires additional operations

to protect data privacy, which will result in significant

overhead. Thus, the abuse of the enclave will incur the

poor performance of the SGX-based schemes.

• Availability failures: The SGX-based platform is fully

controlled by the platform owner. Thus, it is easy for

the platform owner to terminate enclaves. Alternatively,
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TABLE 1. The schemes based on SGX in the consensus layer.

although the secure channel can encrypt the inputs of

an enclave, the platform owner can intercept the partial

inputs of the enclave, which may impact the security of

schemes. For example, the platform owner can transfer

the old inputs to the enclave for a favorable consequence,

which is called the replay attack. Thus, an SGX-based

scheme must tolerate such platform failures.

• Side-channel attacks: SGX is implemented on the

Intel CPU architecture, and it shares some comput-

ing resources (e.g., page table, cache) with normal

programs. Therefore, SGX suffers from side-channel

attacks, in which the attacker observes the shared

resources to obtain the control flow and the data access

mode of the enclave program to infer the sensitive infor-

mation in the enclave. Some side-channel attacks on

SGX have exploded recently [19]. Although most of

the side-channel attacks are relatively difficult to be

exploited, sufficient profit may drive attackers to attack

the SGX-based platforms.

• Single-point attacks: If an SGX-based solution relies

on the credibility of a single SGX entirely, one compro-

mised SGX will cause the solution to crash. Meanwhile,

the SGX-based role in some schemes can maintain mas-

sive benefits, which stimulates the attacker to try to

impose full control of the SGX, even exploiting the

physical means. Therefore, a well-designed multiparty

scheme should be able to tolerate the failures of one or

more SGX machines.

IV. SGX IN THE DATA LAYER

The data layer includes different data structures encapsulated

in blocks and stored in nodes. Some blockchain improvement

efforts change the organization, distribution, and status of the

blocks. In this section, we will discuss the related scheme

based on SGX.

A. SHARDING

Sharding technology can be used to improve the scalability

of the blockchain, which divides the blockchain nodes into

smaller committees running consensus algorithms indepen-

dently [29], [79]. However, those schemes rely on the unspent

transaction output (UTXO)model and thus are only appropri-

ate for the permissionless blockchain systems (e.g., Bitcoin).

Dang et al. [68] propose a sharded blockchain

scheme (AHL) that extends sharding to permissioned

blockchain systems and has enhanced performance. AHL

implements the shard formation protocol to secure confir-

mation of the node-to-committee assignment. Specifically,

the scheme uses the trusted random numbers generated

by TEE (e.g., SGX) in each node to assign nodes to different

committees, which ensures the activity and security of the

protocol. Meanwhile, AHL introduces a reference commit-

tee as the coordinator of transaction processing, which is

responsible for assigning transactions to different commit-

tees. In AHL, each committee runs a variant BFT algorithm

that optimizes the overhead of communication by using TEE.

However, the approach is still inefficient when the transac-

tions require access to multiple committees in AHL.

V. SGX IN THE CONSENSUS LAYER

The consensus layer consists of consensus algorithms, which

guarantees the reliability and consistency of the blockchain

data. In this section, we discuss the solutions using SGX to

solve the resource waste, inefficiency, and security issues in

the existing schemes. We summarize these studies in Table 1.

A. RESOURCE WASTE ISSUES OF CONSENSUS

ALGORITHM

In PoW [1], nodes concurrently solve cryptographic puzzles

using vast computing power and compete for the longest

chain. PoW spends massive computing resources to elimi-

nate Sybil attacks [45], which can control the blockchain by

spawning multiple synonyms. However, all the blocks will be

discarded except for the last confirming blocks, which results

in significant resource waste.

To solve this problem, Zhang et al. [46] propose the proof-

of-useful-work (PoUW) scheme based on SGX, which is an

improved PoW scheme. The core idea of PoUW is to replace

the wasteful computation in PoW with the computation that

is useful for an external goal, such as a user who needs

to outsource computation. In PoUW, there are three roles,

namely, agent, miner, and client. Figure 2 shows the inter-

actions between the three roles to broadcast the new block

to the blockchain network. In each round, miners gain the

computing task from clients and load them into the enclave to

execute. Once the task is done, the results will be returned to
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FIGURE 2. Overview of the PoUW.

the client. After each instruction of the useful computation,

the enclave generates a random number and checks whether

it is smaller than the target value (i.e., whether the miner

wins the right of generating a new block). To improve effi-

ciency, a check is performed at intervals, and the result is

weighted by the total number of executed instructions. If a

miner is determined to have created a new block, its enclave

will generate a certification. Finally, the agent obtains the

certification and the block from theminer and then broadcasts

them to the blockchain network after checking. Benefiting

from SGX, PoUW easily builds a trusted miner to perform

the work required by clients, and remote attestation helps

miners to prove the credibility of their platform to others.

Obviously, the wasteful computation required by PoW is

successfully replaced by useful work. However, if the attacker

breaks the SGX-based node to change the execution result

of the algorithm, the node will obtain the permanent right

to generate blocks because of completely trusting the proof

generated by enclave (i.e., the single-point attack). To relieve

this problem, PoUW designs a statistical analysis scheme

to test whether the mining time of the submitted blocks is

different from the expected value. If so, the schemewill assert

that the enclave of the miner has been compromised and

the abnormal block will be rejected. Note that PoUW only

makes wasted computation useful and still actually requires

considerable computation. Furthermore, the users are unwill-

ing to delegate some types of computing works (e.g., the big

data or parallelized computations) to the miners, because the

enclave memory is limited and PoUW requires that the useful

work program must be single-threaded to ensure the security.

Moreover, the users may need to make the arduous efforts to

convert the useful program into an SGX-compliant version

because the development languages supported by SGX are

limited.

In the project of Sawtooth Lake,2 Intel has proposed a

new consensus algorithm, called the proof-of-elapsed-time

(PoET) [47]. PoET reaches consensus depending on the wait

time of nodes. In PoET, nodes need to generate a random

number in each round, which represents the time that the

node needs to wait next. The node that first completes the

waiting process will obtain the right to create the new block

and receive the reward. If the waiting process is completed,

the enclave will return the waiting certificate broadcasted

along with the block future. For security, PoET requires

nodes to execute random number generation and the waiting

2Sawtooth Lake is a distributed ledger project with novel consensus and
transaction handling mechanism, incubated under the Hyperledger project.

process in the enclave provided by SGX. Moreover, PoET

sets the timeout of the waiting certificate to mitigate the forks.

Obviously, high computing resources are not consumed in

PoET because nodes only perform the simple random number

generation algorithm and the corresponding waiting process.

Thus, PoET is not affected by the limited memory of SGX.

However, PoET suffers from the single-point attack because

it trusts the correctness of the algorithm executed in the single

enclave. Furthermore, the only requirement to participate in

PoET is that the device enables SGX. Thus, miners in PoET

may gather a large number of cheap, outmoded SGX-enabled

devices to promote the possibility of generating the new

blocks, which is called the stale chip problem.

Based on the idea of PoET, Milutinovic et al. [48] pro-

pose the consensus algorithm called proof-of-luck (PoLK).

Similar to PoET, the nodes of PoLK perform the random

number algorithm in the TEE (e.g., SGX) in each round,

and the node generating the smallest random number will

win the right to create the new block. To reduce the network

load, PoLK requires nodes to stop broadcasting their blocks

when it receives the block with a smaller random number.

However, a malicious participant may try to run multiple

instances in parallel on the same platform to raise the prob-

ability of generating the smallest random number. To solve

the problem, the enclave can create the maximum number of

monotonic counters to prevent the participant from creating

more enclave instances. Note that an SGX-enabled platform

can only create the monotonic counters less than 256 at a

time, and creating the monotonic counters exceeding 256 will

return the error. Moreover, PoLK proposes to confirm a

super-block that mergesmultiple normal blocks in each round

to alleviate the dependence on the correctness of a single

node, which prevents single-point attacks. However, PoLK

also suffers from the stale chip problem because old devices

can still be used for mining.

B. EFFICIENCY ISSUES OF CONSENSUS ALGORITHM

Pure Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) [49] has to employ

3f + 1 service replicas to ensure that a service remains

operational even if f of these replicas behave arbitrarily faulty.

Some BFT protocols based on a hybrid fault model [50], [51]

are able to tolerate arbitrary faults by employing a trusted

subsystem, thereby reducing the costs significantly. However,

those protocols of that class have to be performed largely

sequentially and will not derive benefit from the parallel

operations.
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TABLE 2. The schemes based on SGX in the contract layer.

Thus, Behl et al. [52] propose Hybster, an improved BFT

algorithm based on SGX,which enhances the performance by

parallelizing the protocols. To prevent replay attackswhere an

attack saves the old state information to reset the subsystem,

Hybster implements a trusted counter based on SGX for

each node, which is called TrInX. The manager initializes all

instances of TrInX before performing the protocol. Moreover,

Hybster does not force all replications to perform consistency

operations after a change operation. If the information is

not essential to the security of the system, unsynchronized

replications will be allowed to reduce the complexity of the

algorithm.

C. SECURITY ISSUES OF CONSENSUS ALGORITHM

PoS is extremely energy efficient compared to PoW. In PoS,

the probability of becoming the next block producer is deter-

mined by the proportion of assets owned by the node, and

nodes do not need to solve the resource-intensive hard cryp-

tographic puzzle. Thus, PoS does not waste a lot of computing

resources. However, as the miner generating a block in PoS

is simple, the optimal strategy for the miner is to mine on

multiple forks to get their reward no matter which fork wins,

which results in the nothing at stake attack. To implement

the attack, an attacker may be able to send a transaction in

exchange for another cryptocurrency, then start a fork of the

blockchain from one block behind the transaction and send

the money to themselves instead. In this way, the attacker’s

fork would win even with 1% of the total stake, because

everyone else is mining on both. Moreover, as obtaining 51%

of the stake in PoS is much easier than obtaining 51% of the

computing power in PoW, PoS suffers from the long-range

attack [54]. To implement the long-range attack, an attacker

creates a fork from a confirmed block to alter the blockchain

history. Long-range attacks require the attacker to con-

trol the majority of the stake in the blockchain. To achieve

this condition more efficiently, the attacker may control the

accounts that have enough stake at the past block height and

create a fork from that height.

Li et al. [55] propose a secure PoS (SPoS) based on

TEE (e.g., SGX) to relieve the abovementioned attacks in

PoS. SPoS requires all nodes to support TEE. To join the

blockchain network, a node needs to generate an account key

pair in the enclave and configure the information of the node,

which is easy to achieve by TEE. Considering the nothing

at stake attack, SPoS uses the trusted monotonic counters

to track the block height information and prevents a node

that generates more than one block at the same block height.

Meanwhile, the user’s accounts are stored in TEE, and the

confidentiality provided by TEE can prevent the attacker from

obtaining others’ accounts to obtain a sufficient stake, which

alleviates the long-range attack. Thus, SPoS well resists the

above attacks and guarantees the same fault tolerance as that

of PoS. Note that SPoS is not affected by the stale chip

problem because only the number and duration of assets

that the node holds are related to the right of creating a

block. Certainly, SPoS also inherits the problems of SGX

(e.g., side-channel attacks).

VI. SGX IN THE CONTRACT LAYER

The contract layer includes various types of smart contract

platforms. A smart contract provides powerful programming

capabilities for the blockchain. However, it has privacy, effi-

ciency, and security issues, which have been explained in

Section II. This section discusses the SGX-based schemes to

solve those issues in the contract layer. We compare several

attributes of these studies in Table 2.

A. PRIVACY PROTECTION IN THE EXECUTION OF SMART

CONTRACT

Some blockchain systems (e.g., Ethereum) implement the

decentralized execution platform for smart contracts. How-

ever, the technology lacks transactional privacy. The entire

sequence of actions is publicly visible since they are prop-

agated across the network and recorded on the blockchain.

Although users can create new pseudonymous public keys

to increase their anonymity, the values of all transactions

and balances for each public key are publicly visible.

Some researchers [7], [8] demonstrated the de-anonymization

attacks by analyzing the transaction graph structures of the

blockchain.

Hawk [56] is a smart contract system using the

zero-knowledge proof mechanism to protect privacy. The

scheme implements a compiler to compile the smart con-

tract to a Hawk program, which is a cryptographic protocol
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FIGURE 3. The architecture diagram of ShadowEth.

between the blockchain and the users. A Hawk program

contains two parts, the private portion and the public portion.

Hawk sets a manager to execute the private portion of the

Hawk program and to facilitate the execution of the proto-

col. Due to the use of zero-knowledge proofs, the output

of the private program will be hidden when submitted to

the blockchain. However, the inputs of users are visible to

the manager, which may reveal sensitive information. The

authors recommend that the manager can be loaded in a TEE

(e.g., SGX) to ensure that it does not disclose sensitive data

from users. Obviously, the manager based on TEE can protect

the confidentiality of data and the correctness of execution.

However, side-channel attacks may break the confidentiality

of the user’s privacy in the manager. Moreover, the zero-

knowledge proof results in high overhead, which limits the

efficiency of Hawk.

ShadowEth [57] establishes a platform to support the

execution and storage of private smart contracts without

breaking the integrity of existing public blockchains (e.g.,

Ethereum), which protects the contracts’ confidentiality and

security. In ShadowEth, the TEE-distributed storage platform

(TEE-DS), comprised of the worker nodes based on TEE

(e.g., SGX), is responsible for executing and storing the

private contracts. The bounty contract is used to provide

the workers with the target private contract and parameters

as well as payment of remuneration. Figure 3 shows the

workflow of ShadowEth. Specifically, to execute a private

contract, the user node first puts the contract to TEE-DS using

the user client and uploads the identification information of

the contract to the bounty contract. Then, the user node sends

the invocation request and relevant arguments to the bounty

contract. A worker node will obtain the task from the bounty

contract using the worker client and will load the contracts

from TEE-DS into the enclave to execute. Finally, the worker

node returns results to the bounty contract. For confidential-

ity, the arguments and returned value should be transferred by

a secure channel between worker nodes and user nodes. How-

ever, side-channel attacks may reveal private information to

malicious worker nodes, but it requires more demanding

conditions. For example, in an auction scenario (an example

program in ShadowEth), worker nodes can pre-execute the

contract code to acquire the control flow of bids’ comparison,

which can infer the users’ bids in an auction. Actually, it may

require multiple attempts and need to steal the bids before the

auction.

Cheng et al. [58] propose Ekiden to solve the privacy issues

of smart contracts. As shown in Figure 4, Ekiden organizes

all nodes into two groups: compute nodes and consensus

nodes. The consensus nodes are responsible for maintaining

the blockchain system and updating the state of the smart

contract. The compute nodes, which are required to support

TEE (e.g., SGX), are responsible for the execution of the

smart contract in the enclave. Any node that supports TEE

can join in the system as a compute node, which guarantees

the scalability of the system. A quorum of compute nodes

form a key management committee (KMC), which gener-

ates and manages keys for compute nodes by distributed

protocols [59], [60]. KMC needs to generate a new pair of

keys for each contract, and the user needs to encrypt the

input using the corresponding public key before delivering

it to a compute node. Similarly, the output will be transmitted

through the secure channel between the compute node and

the user, which ensures privacy. To tolerate failures of com-

pute nodes, Ekiden only stores the status information of the

contract on the blockchain and updates the information after

each execution.

FIGURE 4. Overview of Ekiden architecture and workflow.

FastKitten [61] is a system based on TEE (e.g., SGX) to

support executing complex smart contracts over the Bitcoin

system. In FastKitten, an off-chain operator based on TEE

(e.g., SGX) is used to execute smart contracts. To execute

smart contracts, users first send the contract code and the

information of participants to the operator to initialize the

enclave. After the execution of the smart contract, the enclave

will publish the final output transaction. To reduce the mali-

cious behaviors, users must submit a deposit before executing
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the contract, and then, the execution nodes must submit a

deposit equal to the sum of deposits. If the protocol fails,

the party that misbehaves will lose the deposits. To guard

against the denial-of-service attacks caused by the controlled

communication channel of TEE, FastKitten uses a time-out

mechanism, which limits the maximum amount of execution

steps that can be performed by the operator per one execution

round. However, FastKitten only supports limited types of

contracts and cannot prevent multiparty collusion from cheat-

ing regarding the deposits. Moreover, the privacy information

in the smart contracts may be revealed by the side-channel

attacks. Besides, FastKitten cannot tolerate enclave failures.

B. SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN THE DATA SOURCE OF

SMART CONTRACT

The execution of smart contracts requires frequently obtain-

ing real-world data. Currently, most of the data provided to

smart contracts are obtained from trustworthy websites using

smart contract data feeds (e.g., Oracles [2]), which are the

smart contracts on the blockchain that serve data requests

by other contracts. However, the data request for the smart

contract is public, and the data provided by the data feeds are

not trusted because of unreliable sources of information or

man-in-the-middle attacks. Thus, determining how to provide

reliable data for smart contracts and protect users’ privacy

regarding data feeds are challenging issues.

Zhang Fan et al. propose Town Crier (TC) [62], an SGX-

based Oracle system, which builds a credible bridge between

HTTPS-enabled websites and the Ethereum blockchain.

In TC, there are three parts: TC smart contract, Relay, and

TC enclave, as shown in Figure 5. The TC smart contract

provides an interface for the other smart contracts to request

data and acquires the corresponding result data. Relay pro-

vides communication services for the TC enclave because

the enclave lacks direct network access. The TC enclave is

responsible for analyzing the requests and returning the cor-

responding results. When a user requests data, the TC smart

contract will be called. To obtain the user’s request, the relay

scrapes the blockchain to monitor the state of the TC smart

contract. After obtaining the request from the TC smart con-

tract, the relay will submit the request information to the

TC enclave. Then, the TC enclave will contact the data source

via HTTPS to obtain the requested data, and the relay is

responsible for data passing. The data will be returned to

FIGURE 5. The architecture diagram of Town Crier.

TC smart contract in the form of a blockchain message, and

the TC smart contract final return the data to the user’s smart

contract. TC provides the authenticated data to smart con-

tracts without a trusted service operator. The data request can

be delivered to the TC enclave through the secure communi-

cation channel to ensure the user’s privacy. To protect against

the compromise of a single TC server instance, the scheme

proposes to build multiple TC server nodes. Users can request

data frommultiple TC servers to ensure the credibility of data.

Meanwhile, to prevent the data providers from maliciously

changing data, TC provides a possible solution that users can

request the data from various data sources for fault tolerance.

However, TC cannot guarantee the consistency of the data

accessed by the different nodes. Note that TC has been a

public service online [63].

VII. SGX IN THE APPLICATION LAYER

The application layer includes the extended techniques and

the industrial applications of the blockchain. According to

the extended techniques, we introduce the schemes based

on SGX to enhance the performance and functions of the

blockchain, e.g., payment network [64], cross-chain [65],

lightweight client [66], and mix protocol [67]. For the indus-

trial applications, we introduce the solutions combining SGX

and the blockchain in other fields, e.g., cloud computing [69],

big data [70], and IoT [71]. We summarize these schemes

in Tables 3 and 4.

A. THE APPLICATION EXTENSIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN

1) PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORK

The payment network [30], [31] is one of the solutions to

solve the throughput problem in the blockchain. This network

allows parties to build point-to-point payment channels to pay

cryptocurrency off-chain, and only the settlement transaction

needs to be synchronized to the blockchain. Thus, payment

networks can operate with higher transaction throughput than

the blockchain itself. However, existing schemes require par-

ties to perceive and invalidate the aberrant settlement transac-

tion that may be submitted by a malicious party in a limited

period. Therefore, the network is vulnerable, as the malicious

party can submit the settlement transaction that is of benefit

to himself or herself and delay the other party’s blockchain

access to steal funds.

Lind et al. [64] propose Teechain, a secure payment net-

work scheme based on TEE (e.g., SGX). In Teechain, all

nodes, which are operated by different parties, construct a

P2P network. Each node maintains a manager called the

treasury in the enclave. It can be used to manage parties’

funds and to execute the payment protocol. Before creating

payment channels, a treasury generates a pair of key pairs

as its cryptocurrency address, and the private key is stored

in the enclave securely. The user then needs to send funds

to the address in the form of a deposit. When a payment

channel is built, the deposits will be updated according to

the payment message. At any time, either party could close
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TABLE 3. The application extensions based on SGX.

TABLE 4. The industrial applications of integrated blockchain and SGX.

the payment channel by sending the settlement transaction

to the blockchain. To tolerate nodes failures, the deposits are

always built in the multi-signature transactions [25], which

needs n signatures ofm treasury addresses (thosem treasuries

will be called a committee, and m is greater than n). Thus,

the settlement transaction does not depend on a single node.

In a committee, treasuries jointly manage the deposit infor-

mation using a replication protocol. To prevent against roll

back attacks, Teechain employs hardware-based monotonic

counters (e.g., provided by SGX) to guarantee state freshness.

Moreover, the use of the side-channel-resistant cryptographic

library alleviates side-channel attacks to some extent.

2) CROSS-CHAIN TRANSACTION EXCHANGE

Currently, many centralized exchanges help users to imple-

ment the swap between different cryptocurrencies, which are

called cross-chain transactions. However, exchanges need to

hold users’ cryptocurrencies to complete the deal, which is

insecure. The decentralized exchanges (e.g., EtherDelta [72])

settle transactions using smart contracts, which eliminates

the risk in centralized exchanges. Nevertheless, they cannot

support real-time cryptocurrency exchange.

Tesseract [65] is an exchange scheme that can implement

secure and real-time cross-chain transactions. When making

a deal, users first need to register an account and send funds

as the balance into the Tesseract addresses that are generated

and stored in the exchange’s enclave. The enclave will create

an address for each cryptocurrency. Then, users submit an

order to the exchange’s enclave via a secure channel. After

receiving the message, the enclave issues the anonymous

order to every user. When users choose the appropriate order

to trade, the enclave will update the corresponding balance

based on the transaction information, and it will periodically

synchronize settlement transactions to the blockchain net-

work. Tesseract builds a trusted exchange, which maintains

the balance of users in the enclave to implement real-time

cross-chain transactions. However, assuming that the enclave

constructs two settlement transactions and synchronizes to

the blockchain to achieve a cross-chain transaction, it will

result in a unilateral payment if an attacker intercepts one

of the settlement transactions. To solve this problem, Tesser-

act implements the fair settlement protocol to ensure the

atomicity of two settlement transactions. To tolerant failure

of the exchange node and avoid funds of users becoming

stuck in contrast to the single exchange node, the authors

build the multiple mutually Tesseract exchange nodes using

the Paxos consensus protocol. Moreover, Tesseract also uses

the side-channel-resistant cryptographic library to alleviate

side-channel attacks.

3) LIGHTWEIGHT CLIENT OF BITCOIN

In the blockchain, nodes need to store complete data of

the chain to perform transaction confirmation, which lim-

its the use of the blockchain by some resource-constrained

devices (e.g., mobile phones). Researchers [73], [74] propose

lightweight clients that implement the simple payment veri-

fication (SPV). SPV requires clients to connect to a full node

that stores the complete data of the chain. The full node will

help clients to confirm the transaction. However, full nodes

will acquire the user’s privacy because they need to obtain

transactions from clients to confirm them. Some schemes

implement filters in the client [75], which provide a set of

transactions with false positives that used to obscure the real

transactions. Although these schemes protect the privacy of

users, they require more communication overhead.

BITE [66] introduces the full node based on SGX to

improve lightweight Bitcoin client privacy. In BITE, a client
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will perform remote attestation and establish a secure chan-

nel to the enclave in a full node when it needs to ver-

ify a transaction. Then, the client sends the request (e.g.,

the transaction’s verification information) to the enclave, and

the enclave will return the information from the local store

using a secure channel. The scheme proposes two solutions

to obtain the required verification information: one solution

is that the full node scans the whole blockchain and replies

with the Merkle path of the target block; the client then

verifies the correctness of the transaction through the Merkle

path and the block header. The other solution is that the full

node maintains a special version of the unspent transaction

outputs (UTXO) database, and the enclave will access the

database and directly return the corresponding result. To pre-

vent against side-channel attacks, BITE uses the oblivious

random access machine (ORAM) technology [76], a well-

known technology that can hide access patterns, to access

the local store. However, BITE may suffer from inefficiency

because the cost of ORAM is linear with the size of the

scanned data.

4) MIX PROTOCOL

The privacy protection scheme based on the mixer is one

of the existing solutions to solve the privacy problem in

Bitcoin. In these schemes, users send funds from the source

Bitcoin addresses to a mixer’s Bitcoin address, and the mixer

then transfers the funds to the target Bitcoin addresses deter-

mined by users in a shuffled order. The miner disrupts the

link between the source addresses and the target addresses,

which protects privacy. However, in this case, it is difficult

to constrain the malicious behavior of the servers. Moreover,

some Bitcoin mixing protocols [77], [78] can complete the

decentralized mix operation. However, they have to wait to

find other mixing parties, which is inefficient.

Tran et al. [67] propose Obscuro, a centralized privacy

protection scheme, to solve the problem above. The scheme

relies on a centralized mixer based on TEE (e.g., SGX) to

execute the mix operations in the enclave. Figure 6 shows the

architecture and workflow of Obscuro. To mix a transaction,

the user first broadcasts the transaction (including the target

address information) to the Bitcoin network, which sends

funds to the mixer’s Bitcoin address. The mixer’s address

is generated by the enclave and stored in it securely; thus,

the funds in the address are only used by the enclave. The

mixer will synchronize the blockchain information to the

enclave periodically, and the enclave will obtain the transac-

tions related to the mix from the blockchain. The enclave then

FIGURE 6. Overview of Obscuro’s execution process.

constructs the transactions that output funds from the mixer’s

address to the target addresses of users, and the mixer broad-

casts the transactions to the Bitcoin network. In Obscuro,

themix information of users comes from the blockchain; thus,

the mixer cannot intentionally prevent a part of the users from

obtaining the service to reduce the anonymous set. Moreover,

Obscuro does not need to introduce additional protocols (e.g.,

the deposit mechanism) to prevent the malicious behavior of

the mixer because the enclave can ensure the trusted exe-

cution. However, Obscuro suffers from side-channel attacks

because of completely trusting the enclave.

B. THE APPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN IN OTHER FIELDS

1) DISTRIBUTED CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICE

Cloud computing is based on the centralized service model

in that the cloud computing provider delivers computing

services to users over the Internet. However, due to the rising

computational requirements from the edge of the network

(e.g., IoT devices), the centralized service model suffers from

a tremendous demand for network communication. More-

over, cloud computing services (e.g., Amazon) act as large

central points of failure and will be forced to interrupt many

services if their data center breaks down. Decentralized com-

puting infrastructures are an alternative to solve the above

problem. However, it is challenging to build trust between

users and computing nodes because any node can join the

system.

Airtnt [69] is a distributed cloud computing solution that

allows service providers to rent the calculations of TEE

(e.g., SGX). The scheme designs a fair trade protocol using

the remote attestation provided by TEE and smart con-

tracts. Figure 7 illustrates the workflow between the three

parties, service provider, service requester, and smart con-

tract, respectively. Specifically, a requester first performs the

remote attestation and constructs a secure communication

channel with a provider’s enclave. Then, the requester creates

a payment channel between the requester’s address and the

provider’s address, which is implemented by a smart contract.

At this point, the requester can send the computing tasks to the

provider, and the provider will load the code into the enclave

to execute. The enclave returns the result encrypted by a

FIGURE 7. The architecture diagram of Airtnt.
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temporary key, which is generated and stored in the enclave.

After a check, the requester sends the payment information

to the enclave, and the enclave will update the balance of

the channel and return the temporary key to the requester.

The requester can obtain the result using the key. Finally,

the payment channel will be settled by the provider’s enclave.

Obviously, the fair trade protocol can guarantee the fairness of

the rental. However, the payment channel requires the parties

to maintain continuous communication during the rental pro-

cess, which limits the availability of the scheme. Airtnt also

suffers from side-channel attacks, whichmay reveal the user’s

privacy to the provider. Moreover, the single-point attack will

permit the attacker to steal the funds without fulfilling any

computing tasks because the provider’s enclave can settle the

payment channel.

2) PRIVACY PROTECTION AND CONTROLLED USE OF DATA

With the rise of big data, the ownership and privacy of

data have received more attention from the public. For this

purpose, researchers have proposed numerous schemes, e.g.,

the data access control schemes [80] are used to restrict the

users of the data, and the data anonymization schemes [81]

are used to protect the privacy of data. However, those

schemes cannot guarantee that the authorized user uses the

data properly (i.e., the authorized user can determine the use

of the data freely).

To solve the problem above, Xiao Y et al. propose

PrivacyGuard [70] to ensure that the data owners can control

their data’s access and use. In PrivacyGuard, the data owners

can create a smart contract to set usage policies for their

data (e.g., data consumers, data usage conditions, and the

purpose of the data), which is always encrypted and stored

in the cloud. When a data consumer uses the owner’s data

for an allowed purpose, the smart contract and the data will

be loaded in an enclave provided by an off-chain contract

execution party. After attestation, the owner will send the

data key to the enclave using the secure communication

channel, and the enclave will decrypt the data to execute the

computing. At the moment, the usage records of data have

been stored in the blockchain, which ensures the unchange-

ability and traceability. Finally, the result will be sent to the

data consumer. In PrivacyGuard, the privacy of data is not

revealed because the data are only decrypted in the enclave.

Meanwhile, the smart contracts limit the abuse of the data,

which guarantees that the data consumers will use the data

properly. Moreover, the execution of smart contracts depends

on the off-chain TEE, which improves efficiency. However,

attackers can launch side-channel attacks to obtain private

information in PrivacyGuard. Moreover, the off-chain con-

tract execution party is trusted completely and consequently

suffers from the single-point attack.

3) DATA SECURITY IN IoT

IoT devices have limited storage and computing capabil-

ities, which usually leverage external services provided

by the third party (e.g., the cloud). However, service

providers often violate data privacy policies and exploit

users’ data for unauthorized purposes. To solve the problem,

Ayoade G et al. [71] propose a decentralized IoT data man-

agement solution, TEE-based IoT database (TID). TID uses

the hybrid storage architecture, which stores data digests

on the blockchain and stores the original data on the

TEE-enabled storage platform. The data will be encrypted by

TEE to protect the off-chain data. In TID, the IoT devices

first need to be registered in the blockchain through the IoT

gateway, and the data’s access control policy will be set in

a smart contract. When a user needs to read the data, he or

she first proves his or her authority to the blockchain. The

smart contract will check if the user can access the data

from the device using the device id and the address of the

user. If the user passes the check, the smart contract will

return the data digest, which is used to obtain the correspond-

ing data from the TEE-enabled storage platform. Finally,

the user will obtain the data. In general, the smart contract

achieves the decentralized data access control for TID, and

the TEE-enabled storage platform solves the privacy and

security issues of storing on the third-party platform, which

provides a new solution for the application of blockchain

in IoT.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this section, we summarize the SGX-based schemes

described above and discuss possible solutions to eliminate

the disadvantages of SGX. Finally, we propose some future

research directions that integrate blockchain and SGX.

A. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

According to Section III, we summarize the SGX-based

schemes mentioned in this article, see Table 5. The table

shows that all schemes use the secure container and the

attestation, which are the basic functions provided by TEE

technology. The secure container ensures that the SGX-based

party will follow the protocol definitions and pay honest

users for their synchronization service without complex cryp-

tographic protocol (i.e., SGX can be used to simplify the

protocol process). For example, benefiting from the advan-

tage, Obscuro [67] does not need to employ the punishment

mechanism to prevent the mixer from breaking mix protocol

and use the additional cryptographic schemes to guarantee

the anonymity of users. The attestation can help the mis-

trust parties building trust with the low cost. For example,

Airtnt [69] builds the trust between users and computing

nodes, and the cost is simply to perform calculations in the

enclave and complete the attestation process. Data sealing

can help an enclave to swap data with another enclave or to

ease memory pressure. Few schemes describe the function

because it is generally relevant to the code implementation.

Moreover, some schemes employ the trusted functions to

improve security. For example, Teechain guarantees the state

freshness using the trusted monotonic counters to prevent

against roll back attacks. However, those schemes more or

less suffer from the disadvantages of SGX, which indicates
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TABLE 5. The functions and disadvantages of SGX-based schemes.

that there still exist challenges to achieve a stable, robust, and

practical usage of an integrated blockchain and SGX.We dis-

cuss the possible solutions to eliminate the disadvantages of

SGX next.

The limitation of enclave memory is a natural barrier that

affects the scalability of the solutions using SGX. In particu-

lar, it will result in a performance load that oversubscribes

the secure memory. Therefore, researchers have to design

reasonable ways to decrease the trusted code loaded in the

enclave with security in mind. To this end, some studies

can be used to improve the application’s performance in

the enclave. For example, sgx-perf [88] is an analysis tool

to perform fined-grained profiling of performance-critical

events in the enclave. This tool offers some recommendations

on how to improve the application in the enclave. Moreover,

multiple SGX nodes maintained by the consistent protocol

can be employed to improve the solutions.

Availability failures are another factor that could sway

SGX-based schemes. These failures can result in the

SGX-base nodes becoming completely or partially disabled.

To tolerate such failures, a solution is to keep a single node

based on SGX stateless, which ensures that the nodes are

interchangeable (i.e., an enclave instance can be replaced by

another). To this end, the schememay need to store the persis-

tent state information in the trusted role, e.g., the blockchain

or a committee composed of SGX-based nodes. The solution

can also be used to alleviate single-point attacks.

Side-channel attacks can reveal the secret in an enclave,

which may break the security and privacy of SGX-based

schemes. Thus, the design of SGX-based schemes should

consider side-channel attacks. Some studies have provided

some solutions to defend against the side-channel attack

in SGX, e.g., ORAM [85], addressing space layout random-

ization [86] and oblivious store operations [87]. Researchers

can try to combine those solutions with their schemes to

improve security and privacy.

B. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

1) MORE SCALABILITY ISSUES IN BLOCKCHAIN

Scalability is a critical barrier that limits the blockchain’s

scope of application. We analyze the scalability issue from

the perspectives of the storage and the network.

Regarding storage, there are fewer SGX-based schemes

to improve the storage capacity of the blockchain. We hold

the opinion that there are broad prospects for exploiting

SGX technology to solve the storage problem. For example,

a simple idea for how to employ SGX to relieve the storage

pressure of the blockchain is that the SGX-based roles (e.g.,

a centralized SGX-enabled server or a distributed platform

consisting of SGX-enabled nodes) can be used to stores the

original data off-chain (the data can be encrypted by the

enclave and stored outside the enclave) and the data digests

can be stored in the blockchain. The privacy of the data can

be protected by SGX because the enclave can return the data

secretly by the secure channel. In this way, the SGX looks

just like ‘‘an encryption machine’’. Moreover, some smart

contracts (e.g., the data access control) can be performed by

the enclave off-chain, which can improve efficiency. Thus,

the topic of using SGX to enhance the storage capacity of the

blockchain is worth studying.

Regarding the network, as we mentioned in Section II, it is

still a feasible direction to optimize the blockchain network
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structure to speed up the spread of blocks and transactions

by using SGX. For example, current blockchain systems

predominantly use Gossip [91] as the block broadcast mech-

anism. Gossip uses the random network topology, which

results in long broadcast time completing the message cover

of all nodes in the network because the peer discovery pro-

cess on the broadcast is random. The possible idea is that

dividing the blockchain nodes into different groups based

on geographic location. Each group has a leader node. The

block will be broadcast in the initial group, and the leader

node of the group will broadcast the block to the other leader

nodes. Finally, the leader nodes broadcast the block in their

groups. Adopting geographical proximity groups will relieve

traffic congestion and reduce broadcast time. In this scenario,

SGX can be used to protect the security of the leader nodes.

2) MORE SECURITY ISSUES IN CONSENSUS ALGORITHMS

The security of the blockchain is dependent upon the security

of its underlying implementation in software and hardware

as well as the protocols and messages required for it. The

mechanism of consensus, while considered a way to ensure

fairness and trust in an untrusted system, provides a target

for would-be attackers. In Section V, we discuss the scheme

using SGX to eliminate the attacks in existing consensus

algorithms (e.g., SPoS). However, SGX has the potential

to solve more attacks in the consensus layer. For example,

the selfish mining attack is an attack strategy in PoW that

permits the miner to obtain more rewards of creating blocks.

To implement the selfish mining attack, a miner does not

broadcast the generated block immediately and continues to

generate the next block in a round until a new block is broad-

casted. Obviously, the miner based on SGX can be forced

to broadcast the generated block, which prevents the selfish

mining attack. Thus, it is a potential direction that enables

solving more attacks in the existing consensus algorithm by

using SGX.

Moreover, the SGX-based consensus algorithms (e.g.,

PoET, PoLK) have the extra problem, as discussed in

Section V. Due to the accessibility of SGX-support devices,

those schemes have the stale chip problem, which will result

in the centralization of rights. Thus, ensure the decentralized

feature of the SGX-based consensus algorithms remains an

open challenge.

3) TRUST ASSUMPTIONS IN CRYPTOGRAPHIC SCHEMES

Currently, some well-known cryptographic schemes are used

to protect privacy in the blockchain. However, those schemes

need a trusted party. For example, Zerocash [89] employs the

zk-SNARKs protocol to protect privacy, which requires that

a trusted party initializes the system. Hawk, mentioned in

Section VI, uses the same zero-knowledge proofs protocol;

thus, it needs a trusted manager to protect privacy. More-

over, Maxwell [90] implements the confidential transaction

for cryptocurrency systems (e.g., Bitcoin) using the homo-

morphic encryption scheme, which requires a semi-honest

party to calculate the ciphertext. In those scenarios, an

SGX-based role is an excellent choice to serve as a trusted

party. Thus, a potential direction is to exploit SGX to remove

the trust assumptions of cryptographic schemes used in the

blockchain.

4) SUPERVISION IN BLOCKCHAIN

Privacy protection schemes (e.g., mix protocol [77]) is the

significant research direction of blockchain, which protects

the privacy of users. However, those schemes may provide

a safeguard for unlawful acts, e.g., scenarios where offend-

ers can anonymously achieve money laundering by anony-

mous digital currency. Thus, a splendid blockchain system

should supervise criminal acts while providing privacy pro-

tection. In this scenario, the SGX-based role can act as a

qualified supervisor. For example, an SGX-based supervisor

stores the secret that can track the real identity of users and

holds the deposits of every user. When malicious behavior

is discovered, the victim can provide relevant information

to the SGX-based supervisor. The SGX-based supervisor

then traces the real identity of the offender and performs the

corresponding punishment. Thus, it is a potential direction

that improving the supervision of blockchain using SGX.

IX. CONCLUSION

Intel SGX technology, featured with its security and confi-

dentiality, have shown the great potential to solve the prob-

lems in the blockchain area. This article mainly investigated

the application of SGX in the blockchain field. In this article,

we first present the blockchain layers and summarize the

functions, advantages, and disadvantages of SGX technol-

ogy. Then, we analyze the problems and the SGX-based

solutions in the data layer, the consensus layer, the contract

layer, and the application layer. Finally, we summarize the

SGX-based schemes and discuss the remaining challenges

and future research directions on integrated blockchain and

SGX schemes. We hope to have provided a survey that is

able to elicit more discussion and inspiration regarding the

convergence of the blockchain and SGX. As our future work,

we will deploy the observations and analysis whose main

focus is the effective works to solve the SGX’s deficiencies

inherited by the SGX-based works in the blockchain area.
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